Anatomic variables contributing to a higher periprocedural incidence of stroke and TIA in carotid artery stenting: single center experience of 833 consecutive cases.
This study was conducted to identify patient-related variables that are associated with a higher rate of neurological adverse events during carotid artery stenting (CAS). CAS is considered as an alternative treatment for patients with carotid artery stenosis. Despite technical advancements and increase of operator experience, periprocedural neurologic complications cannot completely be prevented. Case selection based on anatomical criteria and other patient characteristics could improve the outcome after CAS. Between 2006 and 2009, 833 CAS procedures were performed in 751 consecutive patients under cerebral protection. The influence of patient characteristics, procedural details, and the anatomy of the supraaortic vessels on the incidence of major in-hospital adverse events was assessed. Successful CAS was performed in 99.2% of the procedures. The in-hospital death and stroke rate was 2.0% (1 major stroke, 10 minor strokes, and 7 deaths). Octogenarians had a fourfold higher death and stroke rate than patients younger than 80 years old. There was an increased risk of stroke and death in patients with critical aortic stenosis. Presence of a bovine arch, tortous common carotid artery (CCA) and angulated distal internal carotid artery were associated with a higher risk of stroke and transient ischemic attack. A recently developed scoring system for anatomic suitability correlates well with the periprocedural neurological outcome in this case series. Anatomical conditions and octogenarian age were associated with an increased rate of neurologic adverse events during CAS. Our findings support a newly proposed scoring system for anatomic suitability to identify patients at high risk for CAS.